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Jet Fragmentation 
ABSTRACT 
Data on jet fragmentation, in particular recent results from e+e- and pp 
collisions, are presented in the framework of phenomenological models. 
The Lund string model and the Webber QCD cluster model turn out to des-
cribe the data quite well. Shortcomings of both models are discussed. 
Jet Fragmentation 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Daten über Jet-Fragmentation, insbesondere neue Ergebnisse von e+e- und 
PP Reaktionen, werden im Rahmen phänomenologischer Modelle vorgestellt. 
Das Lund-' string' -Modell und das Webber-QCD-Schauer-Modell beschreiben 
die Daten recht gut. Unzulänglichkeiten beider Modelle werden diskutiert. 
Invi ted talk at "The Quark Structure of Matter" Conference, Strasbourg -
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1 • INTRODUCTION 






reactions abou t 10 years ago, a weal th of da ta on this 
phenomenon has been collected at + -e e machines, in lepton-
nucleon scattering and at pp and ~p colliders. Most of the 
information in this report comes from th e study + -of e e 
annihilation at CESR, DORIS, PEP, and PETRA and from very 
new data obtained at the S~pS collider. Recent reviews of 
the subject have been given at Bari3) and Kyoto 4). 
-Hadrenie jets occur in pp, pp, + -lN and e e reactions 
as the result of hard scattering processes as shown in 
Fig. 1. The quark and gluon jets which are seen in the 
different processes are of course only comparable if fac-
torization of the three components of the processes is 
fulfilled: 
a) structure functions describing the incoming par-
tons 
b) hard scattering processes 
c) fragmentation of the outgoing quarks and gluons 
l" 
Fig. 1 : 
+ 
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@ STRUCTURE FUNCTION 
D FRAGMENTAliON 
J t d t . . (-) 0 e pro uc lOn ln p p, ~P 
and e+e- reactions. 
This factorization 
of soft a) and c) 
and hard b) proces-
ses has recently 
been shown to hold 
in the framewerk of 
QCD5) up to loga-
rithmic terms which 
can be absorbed in 
scaling violation 
terms of a) and c). 
Contrary to 
the hard process b) 
which can be calculated in perturbative QCD, we do do not have the 
mathematical tools (yet) to calculate the soft processes a) and c) in 
QCD. We are therefore forced to use models. 
After a short introduction of the functions used to descri be 
fragmentation and a brief discussion of some basic features (multi-
plicities) of hadrenie jets I will therefore first introduce the most 
important models of fragmentation and then discuss the detailed mea-
surements in the framewerk of these models. 
a) Fragmentation Function 
F'ragmentation functions are most easily introduced in the reac-
tion 
+ -e e + qq + hadrons ( 1 ) 
where no structure functions are involved. 




dx er- • 2 • Dh (x,Q2) = 81ta:2 Q2 Dh(x,Q2) 
qq q B q q 
( cm energy) 2, Q 2 (momentum transfer) 2, Qq quark charge). 
(2) 
Dh ! D~ is called the fragmentation function. Two different parame-
q q 
ters are used for the scaling variable x: 
X or X 
p 
z (3) 
where Eh, Eb, ph, pb are the hadron or beam energy or momentum. Since 
ß 
der der 
dx = dz the scale invariant cross sections for the two variables 
read 
s der 




Depending on the measured quantities both distributions are used and 
both should scale (be independent of Q2) in the simple quark parton 
model (QPM). 
Fig. 2 shows this approximate scaling in the case of reaction 




In the simple quark parton model one would expect a logarithmic 
increase of the multiplicity. However, at large energies the mean 
charged mul tiplici ty deviates from the QPM prediction by abou t one 
uni t in <n
0
h>. This can be explained by scaling violation due to 
gluon bremsstrahlung (Fig. 3). 
In the case of hadron collisions, the picture is more complica-
ted. Whereas low energy pp data from the ISR are rather close to the 
+ - -e e jet mul tiplici ties the high energy pp jet mul tiplici ties are 
higher, somewhere between the quark and gluon jet prediction: 7) 
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predictions are for 







__ß. .2. 27+Nr {1 - ~-O(a)} \}61t s (5) <n>q 4 27 
(Nf = number of flavours, as strong coupling constant). 
This is not unexpected since at high energies a large fraction of the 
PP je ts are of gluonic origin ( c. f. chapter 5b). However, gi ven the 
difficulties of defining jet multiplicities in proton collisions one 
certainly needs more data to draw definite conclusions. 




only depends on /s but also on Q 2. The slight increase of <nch> with 
Q2 can be attributed to gluon bremsstrahlung and is consistent with 
QCD expectations with (Fig. 4) 
A 
+ 270 480 _ 
230 
MeV. 
+ - 6) Also KNO scaling has been tested in e e 
scattering. The approximate scaling found at intermediate energies in 
all three types of reactions is strongly violated at the high pp 
. 9) energ:tes . 
Mul tiplici ties between the two jets in reaction ( 1) are es-
sentially uncorrelated as expected in the simple QPM picture 10), 11 ) 
,. CERN-Saday 1 
"'TASSO) t- / 
v CLEO (e•e-) / 
ft I 













ty per jet as a function 
of the two-jet mass m ..• 
+ - JJ 
e e data are compared 
with pp and pp data. The 
curves show the extrapo-
. + -
lation of the e e data 
( quark jets, dashed li-
ne) and the prediction 
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Charged mul tiplici ty 
(nch) correlations 
a) Mean charged multi-
plicity <nch> of one jet 
as a function of n h of 
c + -
the other jet in e e 
annih ila t i on. 
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Fig. 6: 
Fragmentation of a qq 
pair produced 
annihila tion. 
+ -in e e 
(Fig. 5a). The same is true for jets in lepton proton collisions. In 
con trast to this a rather streng forward-backward jet correlation 12 ) 
is seen in (p)p collisions (Fig. 5b). This indicates that 
the underlying (soft hadron) physics in these processes is quite dif-
ferent, even if gross features sometimes look quite similar like in 
the case of jet multiplicities or KNO scaling. 
2. FRAGMENTATION MODELS 
Since no final theory of jet fragmentation is available yet, we 
have to rely on models to keep track of the large amount of data 
available in this field. 
The basic ingredients of these models are presented 13 ) in Fig. 
6 for the case of reaction ( 1): the qq pair looses i ts high virtuel 
mass in some kind of gluon-quark cascade. At the end of this process 
quarks and gluons materialize into primordial hadrons which 
eventually decay into the stable hadrons seen in the detector. 
There are basically two classes of models to describe this pro-
cess: 
The first few steps of the cascade are calculated exactly in 
first or secend order perturbative QCD. All the rest is described by 












c) QCD Cluster Models 
(CF) 
Quarks and gluons produced in perturbative QCD fragment inde-
pendently14) (Fig. 7a). Fragmentation functions, transverse momenta, 
heavy quark suppression etc. are put in by band. 
The two quarks traveling apart loose energy in a linear confi-
ning potential producing a color string of tension k "' 1 GeV/fm. If 
the separation in proper time 1; = tsx. 2 flt2 is larger than m2jk2 qq 
pairs of mass m will be formed and the process will be iterated until 
all energy is used up. Transverse momentum and high mass suppression 
are buil t in quite na turally by a "tunneling" process in the qq pair 
creation15 ), 16 ), 1?). Important for the distinction between different 
models is the trea tment of gluons as transverse exci tations of the 
string (Fig. ?b). 
In practice, both the IF and SF have in common a large number 
of free parameters and functions like 
- fragmentation function D(z) 
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- mean transverse momentum 
- quark flavour ratio u:d:s 
- vector/pseudoscalar ratio V/PS 
- baryon production 
- heavy quark production. 
Although, contrary to the IF the treatment and magnitude of 
many of these parameters is well motivated in the SF, they finally 
enter as free parameters in the comparison to real data. 
A qui te different approach is persued in the QCD shower mo-
dels 
18
). Most of the QCD cascade is calculated in leading log ap-
proximation and only the last step of the hadronisation is made by a 
phenomenological model (Fig. 7c). 
19) 
Gottschalk Model · 
The QCD cascade is terminated when the virtuali ty of the par-
tons has reached a cu toff value Q • The cascade is con trolled by 
0 
Al tarelli-Parisi spli tting functions and the QCD scale parameter A. 
In a preconfinement stage colourless clusters (or strings for M > Mf) 
are formed which decay according to phase space and known decay 
properties of resonances. 
20) 
Webber Model 
Whereas only colinear singularities are considered in the Gott-. 
schalk model also soft singulari ties are taken into account in the 
Webber model. This results in an angular erdering of subsequent bran-
chings in the cascade 
which leads to similar distinctive features as the SF model (c.r. 
chapter 5a). 
10 -
Let me stress again that contrary to the models of type I, the 




In the following, data will be compared mainly to the two most 
successfull models, the Lund (SF) and the Webber model. The other two 
models will be shown to fail fatally in chapter 5a. 
3· LIGHT QUARK FRAGMENTATION 
a) Particle Content of Jets 
An impressive amount of inclusive particle data has been accu-
mulated at e + e- storage rings in the energy range 10 GeV ~ ls ~ 40 
Ge V. At least one member of mos t isospin mul tipletts in the pseudo-
scalar and vector meson octets and the baryon J = 1/2 octet and J = 
3/2 decuplet has been measured3' 4). In particular, new results on the 
21) 
decuplet were presented by the ARGUS group recently • No data are 
available for I Tl , w and L Also, 
exist so far for the ~ resonances. 
unfortunately only upper limi ts 
A summary of mean particle mul tiplici ties is gi ven in Ref. 3 
and 4. A comparison with fits to the Lund and Webber model in Ref. 4 
shows that both models can account quite well for the data. 
Also the measured differential cross sections are in general 
well reproduced by both models. A difficulty seems to exist however 
in the invariant A cross section22 ). The rapid fall off at z "' 0.2 
cannot be correctly described by the Lund model. Since most A' s at 
small z come from charm and bottom baryon decays, the suspicion is 
that these partielas are not correctly handlad in the modal. 
The model parameters used to desribe the data and typical adju-
sted values are summarized in Table 1. 
Given the large amount of data the successes of both models are 
quite impressive. The agreement with the Webber model is particularly 
remarkable in view of the few free parameters used. It seems to indi-
cate that the hadronisation at Q 2 "' A_2 is in fact dominated by phase 
- 11 -
TABLE 1: Typical values used for the model parameters 
Lund 
- dd - 1 : 1 uu: ss 





dp 2 2a 
1 q 
D(z) -1 )aL z (1-z 
Peterson function 






ys y ""0.33 s 
a 300 MeV 
q 
aL 0.5 2 
{ e: = 0.04 c 
~ "' 0.01 
= 0.08 0.10 
Webber 
A 0.5 GeV 
0.6 GeV 
4 Ge V 
space. Of course this is a simplification which must have its limits. 
These limitations of a cluster decay model become apparent in 
the leading particle (high z) distribution measured recently by the 
HRS group22 ) , 4). Contrary to the Lund SF model the Webber cluster 
model fails to describe the inclusive charged particle cross section 
near z = 1 • 
In addition to the pseudoscalar and vector mesons and octet and 
decuplet baryons, the f 0 has been observed by the CLEo
25
) and the 
\(1460) by the JADE24 ) group (3aeffect). Particularly interesting is 
also the production of antideuterons by the ARGUS groui3 ). 6 events 
have been detected by dE/dx, TOF and interaction in the detector 
wall. The rate of d/ n: CP/ n) 2 = 2 ·10- 3 is similar to the relative 
rate at which d were seen in pN collisions before. 
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b) Partiale Gorrelations 
In reaation (1) some kind of memory of the qq origin of the two 
jets would lead to long range correlations LRC between the two jets. 
In addi tion, loaal aonserva tion of aharge, strangeness and baryon 
number would invoke short range aorrelations SRC (Fig. 8) 13) •27) •28 ). 
Two partiale aorrelations have been studied by the TASso30 ), PLU-
To31), and TPc32 ) groups. The TPC result for n and K correlations are 
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. An assoaiated opposite charge density is de-
fined: 
Fig. 8: Meahanisms for long ran~e and short 
range correlations in e e- annihilation. 
(6) 
where ± a indicates 
the partiale type b 
with same/opposite 
charge as a, with 
a,b either TI or K 
and a the trigger 
particle. All TITI, KK 
and nK aorrelations 
show clear SRC. If 
the trigger TI is at 
low rapidity a 
strong SRC is seen 
due to resonance de-
aay and presuma bly 
also local charge 
compensation in the 
hadronisation. If 
the trigger gap is 
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0.40 
0.35 
(b) 1.5 < yli < 4 ut 










-4 -3 -2 
_, 
0 1 2 3 4 
Rapidity 
Fig. 9: 
Associated opposite charge density as a 
func tion of rapidi ty for K and n: in va-
rious combinations. The trigger rapidi-
ty range is shown as a thick bar 
a)+b) nn correlations for different 
trigger rapidity. 
Bose-Einstein-Correlations -------------
lues (Fig. 9b). additional 
LRC show up gi ving 
evidence for leading 
partiale fragmentation of 
the primary partons. In 
the KK rapidity cor-
relations of Fig. 10a the 
SRC and LRC are of similar 
size since resonance decay 
is quite unimportant in 
this case. This provides 
clear evidence for local 
charge compensation in the 
fragmentation cascade. The 
LRC is further evidence 
for a strong leading 
strange partiale component 
containing primary strange 
quarks. Fig. 10b finally 
shows a clear anti LRC as 
expected from the decay of 
leading eh arm partiales 
( c. f. Fig. 8). 
Once pions and kaons are formed they will obey the rules of Bo-
se-Einstein statistics for integer spin particles. Due to the symme-
trisation of the wave function an enhancement at low relative Q2 is 
- 14 -
expected in the production of equal charge n' s or K' s ( GGLP effect). 
The ratio of equal to opposite charge n;'s or K's 
N(++,--) 
N(+-,-+) ( 7) 
is usually parametrized in terms of the incoherence ~ and the source 
radius R • Recent evidence for such correlations 
MARK rr3~), TPc35 ), CLEo36 ), and TASSo30 ) groups 
has been seen by the 
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Fig. 10: As Fig. 9: 
a) KK correlation, 













the ISR. The 
are shown in 
Fig. 11. Their result is 
R ( 2 n;) = ( 0. 77 ± 0.14) fm 
0 
and R (3n) = (0.48 ± 0.11) 
0 
fm in good agreement wi th 
+ -the other e e results. The 
AFS group has determined 




c) Baryon Production 
Sizable baryon produc-
tion seen in pp, llP and 
+ -e e jets has stimulated 
many suggestions to explain 
the data38). The baryon 
production mechanism propo-
sed are schema tically sum-
marized in Fig. 12: 
a) Recombination Mo-
dels38),3g) (Fig. 12a): 
Three quarks recombine sta-
- 15 -
tistically to form a pair of BE. Tests: rapidly correlations and p 
1 distributions. 
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d) Pop Corn 
Model44 ), 45 ) 
0 Lt----L--L_.L_L_t__.~__..L-L....-1---~.--L__.~__._~.L.-JL...-J.--'--::2.0 ( F ig. 1 2 d ) : 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
Fig. 11 : 
Bose-Einstein correlations for two (a) and 
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Baryon production mechanisms. 
tions of the 
BB system. 
24 
"' .z 20 0 




0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
I )'p .. )'j51 34800 
Fig. 13: 
pp rapidity correlations compared to 
model predictions of models a) (-•-), 
b) in independent fragmentation (--), 
and c) in the Lund model (--). 
e) Cluster Decay Mo-
del20)•46) (Fig. ?c): 
qq mesons decay into BB. 
Test: angular distribu-
tion of the BB system 
wrt the jet axis. 
The decisive tests 
are rapidity correla-
tions (Fig. 13) and p 
1 
distributions (Fig. 14). 
Recombination models 
fail to explain the SRC 
of the pp data which is well described by the diquark model47 ). Also 
the p 
1 
distributions are in excellent agreement with diquark models, 
in which <p 1>B "' 12 <p 1>. <p 1>B "' r3 <p 1> of model a) overestimates 
















Pl distributions of p,p compared 
to 1t±. Data are confronted wi th 
models a) (--) and c) in the Lund 
model (-). 
clearly favored. From LRC da-
ta49) leading diquarks can be 
estimated to contribute < 15%· 
!i~u~r~ ~s~ Ql~s!eL 
In the BB rest frame the 
angular distribution of the BB 
production angle e* wrt the 
jet axis is expected to show 
distinct differences: in a 
cluster model e) the distribu-
tion will be fla t in cos e* 
whereas it will be forward 
peaked in the diquark Lund 
model c) since the diquarks 
and thereby the BB will prefe-
rentially follow the string 
direction. Fig. 1 5 shows the 
TPC data for protons compared 
to the Lund and Webber mo-
de1 50). Whereas the Lund model is in excellent agreement wi th the 
data, the Webber model seems to be in trouble (TPC: Webber model 
excluded at 95% C.L.). 
In a 1 pure 1 diquark model c) the diquark pair production will 
lead to a strong back-to-back correlation of the baryons in the BB 
rest frame. No such correlation is expected in the 1 popcorn' model d) 
because the two diquarks are separated in the fragmentation cascade. 
Recent studies of the TPC group show that at least 45% ~popcorn' is 
needed to describe the data (90% C.L.) 4), 29). 
This result is corraborated by measurements of the EMc5 1) and 
SFM52) groups on p and p fractions in quark jets. The enhancement of 
Fig. 15: 
Angular distribution of the 
p~ system wrt the jet axis 
compared to the Lund (-) 
and Webber (--) model. 
Ptpos. 9 9 
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p,p fractions in quark jets 
compared to a simple diquark 
(p--r) and a popcorn model 
( p- •-p---) ' 
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p over p content of the jets (Fig. 16) cannot be explained by a 
simple diquark model, which would predict rather similar p and p 
fractions. If, however, 50% of 'popcorn' BMB production is assumed 
and the diquark rate is increased from 0.065 to 0.1, the necessary 
enhancement of p's and suppression of p's can be obtained45). 
4. HEAVY QUARK FRAGMENTATION 
It has been speculated quite early that heavy quark fragmenta-
tion should be barder than light quark fragmentation53 ). A parametri-
zation based on simple phase space arguments has been suggested by 
Peterson et a1. 54 ). 
D(z) 1 I z • ( 1 - 1 I z - e:l 1 - z)- 2 ; e: = (M IM ) 2 
q Q 
(8) 
with the light and heavy quark masses Mq and MQ. In the original work 
e:
0 
"" 0.25 and ~ "' 0.04 were suggested. 
To measure heavy quark fragmentation the c and b quark has to 
be tagged. Three methods have been used 
a) direct reconstruction of leading charmed partielas 
b) decay of D* -+ D 1t 
c) prompt leptons from charm and beauty decay. 
I will first concentrate on a) and b) which give the most reli-
+ 
able resul ts on charm fragmentation. D 0 and D- signals have been seen 
at the HRs5 5 ) and CLEo56 ) detector. Preliminary data are also availa-
ble from the ARGUS collaboration21 ). The F meson has been seen by the 
CLE05?), TASS05S), HRs59 ), and ARGUs60 ) groups in the decay F -+ <j)n, 
+ -
<jl -+ K K , TASSO claims a significantly higher production rate than 
the other three experiments3 ). 
66) 64) 67) 'Ihree groups, ARGUS , JADE , and TPC , have searched for 
F* -+ + -yF, F -+ K K n. JADE has seen no signal, ARGUS claims a signal 
in the F -+ <j>n mode whereas the KK 1t decay of TPC is not dominated by 










Charm fragmen ta tion func-
tion (c -+ D*) compared to 
Bowler, Lund, Peterson, and 
W'ebber curves. 
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Method b) profi ts from 
the low Q values of the decay 
D* -+ D n. The low momentum of 
+ 
the n- can be measured with 
high precision. Thus the mass 
difference M(D*)-M(D) gives a 
much better constraint than 
the individual masses M(D*) 
and M(D). The method first 
applied by TAsso61 ) has also 
l.O been used by the ARGUs21 ) , 
CLEo56 ), MARK n 63 ), HRs63 ), 
JADE64 ), and DELCo65 ) groups. 
Whereas all data agree 
quite well on the D and D* me-
sons, the situa tion is still 
unsatisfactory on the F mesons 
and in particular on the F*. (For recent reviews see ref 3, 4, and 
68). 
Fig. 17 shows3 ) the charm fragmentation c -+ D* below beauty 
threshold obtained by the ARGUs21 ) and CLEo69 ) groups. Data are com-
pared with the Peterson parametrization (8), the Lund and the W'ebber 
16) 
model. Also, a comparison is made with a function given by Bowler 
D(z) ( 1- z) -1 z - 1 - J ( 9) 
which 
-1 
is based on the simple 'symmetric Lund' ( 1-z) z form used for 
light quarks (Table 1) modified by a tunneling factor. 
All four models give a satisfactory fit to the data. The Peter-
son function requires a parameter c: D* = 0.15 ± 0.01 to fit the D* 
) c-+ 
data of ARGUs21 • The ARGUS parameter for D0 fragmentation is E = c -+D 
0.25 ± 0.02 indicating that the D fragmentation is softer than D* 
fragmentation 21 ). This can be explained by the Observation that c 



















is dominated by D* 
the D's are mostly 
of D* 's. The F, F* 
appears to be even 
E c -+F ,F* "' 0.4 to 
is again expected, 
10 
0.2 since the heavier s quark has to be 
picked from the vacuum. 
Fig. 18: 
Charm fragmentation function 
( c -+ Ac) compared to the Pe-
terson function for two values 
of Ec : 0.14 and 0.17. 
is quite similar to the value 
+ -Ac production a t 10 Ge V e e 
interactions has been clearly esta-
blished by the CLEo69 •70 ) and AR-
Gus21) groups. The fragmentation 
functions measured by the two groups 
are shown4) in Fig. 18. A fit using 
( 8) . ld +0. 128 . y~e s Ec-+A = 0.172_0 •088 whJ.ch 
found for D* fragmentation4). This sup-
ports the idea, that simple diquark fragmentation (c picks a diquark 
to produce A ) is the dominating mechanism. 
c 
Another very interesting resul t on charm fragmentation comes 
from the ARGUs21 ) group. They detected a new heavy charm meson in the 
decay chain 
D** 0( -+2420) -+ D*+ 1C 
l--+ D 0 n+ - + - + K n n n 
- + 0 K n n 
The group takes twice advantage of method b) and can extract a clear 
+32 ( ) signal of 121_
21 
events at a mass of 2420 ± 6 ± 6 MeV. A prelimina-
ry value for the fragmentation parameter is E D** = 0.12 ± 0.05. 
c+ 
The yield of D** is a (D**)/ a (D*) ~ 0.24. Since D** 0 is most 
probably a p wave state, charm fragmentation has to include strong p 
wave contributions, which may be a streng challenge to fragmentation 
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Fig. 20a: 
Gorreetions to be applied to the 
measured fragmentation functions 
D(z). 
The Peterson function 
(8) is derived for the 
light cone variable 
z=(p,,+E)h/(p,,+E)Q-. Va-
rious corrections have to 
be applied to relate the 
theoretical DT(z) to the 
measured fragmentation 
functions DE( x) with x = 
Eh/Eb or xp = ph/pb. A re-
cent assessment of the 
problern has been made by 
Bethke 71 ). Fig. 20a shows 
the different ingredients 
to relate DT(z) and DE(x): 
QCD and QED (radiated 
gluons and photons) and 
background corrections for 
b --!> c decays. Fig. 20b gi-
ves the result for mean 
values of z before and af-
ter these corrections have 
.been applied. After cor-
rections good agreement of 
all measurements is found 
with a mean value of 
0.71 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 
which oorresponds to an E significantly below the uncorrected value 
c 
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and after 
( e: ) 
c M q 
The only informa-
tion on beauty fragmen-
tation comes from the 
s tudy of direct leptons 
(method c). Without go-
ing into any details I 
will just give one ex-
ample of a fragmentation 
function obtained by the 
MARK J collaboration and 
a summary of the 
sul ts 71 ) (Fig. 21) 
re-
This value corresponds 
to a Peterson parameter 
(uncorrected) of 
~ 0.01. 
As expected, the b frag-
mentation is much harder 
than the c fragmenta-
tion. A nice consistency 
check can be obtained if 
one calculates M from 
q 










Beauty fragmentation funation de-
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5· GLUON FRAGMENTATION 
5a. 'String Effeat' 
Not the conaept of the 
fragmentation meahanism but 
rather the treatment of gluons 
turned out to be the decisive 
differenae between IF and SF 
(Lund) models. If one studies 
the energy or partiale flow in 
the event plane of 3-jet 
events the SF shows a relative 
depletion of partiales between 
the two quark jets (Fig. 
7a,b). This is due to the fact 





quarks and the gluon ('string 
effect'). 
Experimentally. the tes t 
is rather diffiault, sinae the 
gluon jet has to be identified 
by the kinematias of the reaa-
+ -tion e e -+ qqg. Choosing the 
lowest energy to tag the gluon 
gives an only 50% probabili ty 
to really hit i t. The effeat 
has first been studied and 
established by . the JADE 
72) group • Their latest result 
is shown in Fig. 22. One can 
alearly see, that the de-
pletion between the first 
+ Data 
-- Ali et al. 
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Energy and particle flow projec-
ted into the event plane compared 
to IF (Ali) and SF (Lund) model 
predictions. 
9 3o0" 
('q') and the second 
('g') jet can only 
be accounted for in 
the Lund mode 1. The 
effect has been con-
firmed by the 
TPC 73 ), PLUTO 74), 
and TASso75 ) group 
and turns out to be 
the fatal blow for 





dies of the effect 
to QCD shower models 
(Fig. 23). Surpri-
singly enough it 
turned out that the 
Webber model again 
shows the effect, 
whereas the Gott-
schalk model does 
not76 ). The deple-
tion between the 
quark jets is as 
well reproduced by 
the erdering of par-
ton emission angles 
which results from 
the destructive interference in soft gluon emission taken into 
account in the Webber model. 
Fig. 24 summarizes a comparison of different model predictions 
~ I I 
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wi th the measured ra tio of par-
tiales between jet 1 and 3 ( qq) 
and jet and 2 qg). Only the 
Webber and the Lund models 
survive • 
5b. Difference Quark-Gluon Jets 
Differences between quark 
and gluon fragmentation are 
expected due to the gluon 
selfcoupling. Asymptotically the 
colour factor 9/4 on the 
o• 90' 180' 270' e 3o0' 
resul ting three gluon vertex 
should be visible e.g. in the 
mean partiale mul tiplicity ( 5). 
Consequentely, gluon fragmenta-
tion is expected to be softer 
than quark fragmentation. 
Fig. 23: 
As Fig. 22, compared to two 
QCD shower models (Gott-
schalk and Webber). 
Experiments so far have 
mostly been carried out at rela-
tively low energies, showing 
little or no differences between 
quark and gluon fragmentation 
(e.g. in T ~ 3g decay). Until recently JADE has been the only experi-
+ -ment claiming differences in the mean transverse momentum in e e ~ 
- 77) qqg. Such measurements are difficult, because quark and gluon jets 
cannot easily be disentangled and they cover different energy ranges. 
Recently, new data on this subject have become available from 
the UA1 collaboration78). Although the pp jet fragmentation is clear-
ly softer than the one of e+e- and ISR jets, one should be careful in 
drawing quick conclusions about quark-gluon differences. The ISR and 
e+e- jet are produced at Q2 ~ 1000 GeV 2 the pp jets however at Q2 ~ 
2000 GeV2, Thus at least a large portion of this difference could be 
due to scaling violation. 











Fig • 25: 
Probability of a 
jet being a gluon 
jet, Shaded areas 
are quark enriched 
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The UA1 collaboration therefore tried to disentangle quark and 
gluon jets in their data and thus compared them at similar high Q 2. 
They selected a clean two-jet event sample in which the full kinema-
tic of the hard process can be reconstructed and the cross section 
can be determined. They calculate cross sections a under the assump-
tions that jet 1 and 2 are either quark or gluon jets, inserting the 
appropriate stru~ture functions F1 ,F2 and the known hard scattering 
cross sections d 0 ( cos e*). Thus a probabili ty can be determined for 
dt 
the jets being of quark or gluon origin. Fig. 25 shows the probabili-
ty of a jet being a gluon. The two enhancements represent a quark en-
riched 'Q' and a gluon enriched 'G' sample of jets. 'Q' has a 83% 
probability of stemming from a quark jet, 'G' is 65% probably a gluon 
jet. The two fragmentation functions of these samples are ~ompared in 
Fig. 26. Indeed, the ratio of the two fragmentation function shows 
that the gluon fragmentation is softer than the quark fragmentation. 
This conclusion however depends strongly on the treatment of back-
ground in the first few bins of the z distribution. 
- 29 -
A nice consistency check between the low energy data and these 
resul ts is contained in Fig. 27. I t shows the Q 2 evaluation of the 
e+e- fragrnentation function for different bins of z and i ts extrapo-
lation to the pp Q 2 range. The quark fragrnentation appears to follow 
this extrapola tion qui te well. The gluon sample however has a much 
softer fragmentation. 
II') Fig. 27: 0 "": ci "" ., .,. II') 0 d ci Q2 V " 0 0 evolu-.. ... V V V V 
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QCD shower model wi th clu-
ster or string fragmenta-
tion. 
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The above analysis 
confirms ( c. f. chapter 
1 b) that most (about 
60%) of the jets in PP 
collisions stem from 
gluons. This result is 
also corraborated by the 
D* fragmentation func-
tion being much softer 
+ -than in e e colli-
sions 79 ). The unexplai-
na bly large rate of D* 
production80 ) seen by 
the UA 1 group seems to 
be understood meanwhile 
as being due to normali-
zation problems caused 
by the selection bias on 
the jets containing 
D*'s.78) 
6. CONCLUSION 
In the last years 
we have seen an immense 
progress in understan-
ding the large amount of 
data which is now avai-
la ble. There are essen-
tially two models which 
are able to stand most 
of the tests: the string 
fragmentation (Lund) mo-
del and the QCD shower 
(Webber) model. 
- 31 -
Both models are essentially able to describe the 
• global jet distributions (multiplicities, inclusive spectra) 
• particle content of jets (vector/pseudoscalar, strange partiales) 
• particle correlations (long range, short range) 
• baryon production 
• heavy quark fragmentation 
• 'string effect' 
However, both models also have their shortcomings. 
The vlebber model in i ts simple form does not correctly reproduce hard 
gluon bremsstrahlung, because the leading log approximation cannot 
give a good description at large Q 2, Thus the three jet rate and 
energy-energy correlations are not correctly reproduced. In addition, 
the final clus ter decay gi ves wrong results in the high z inclusi ve 
spectra and in the angular correlations of baryon pairs. 
The main adventage of the Webber model is of course that it is 
based on a QCD approach and that it makes do with so few parameters. 
Most of the shortcomings (except the hard gluon bremsstrahlung) seem 
to occur in the cluster decay at the end of the QCD cascade. It seems 
therefore quite natural to merge the two successful parts of the Lund 
and Webber model and terminate the QCD cascade by string fragmenta-
tion instead of cluster decay (Fig. 28). First attempts along these 
lines are underway81 ). 
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